Federal Acquisition Institute

FPM 332
Progressive Contracting Strategies for Programs
Three-Day Instructor-Led Training

Classroom or Virtual

This course provides you with the knowledge and ability to integrate, evaluate, and lead
the program strategy that merges the contract-related components of the program
acquisition strategy into a viable approach for program procurement. In a simulated
case-study setting, you will evaluate acquisition planning actions, adjust those plans
according to policy and program risk, and then orchestrate source selection of a
complex program. Exit criteria are developed and defended, as related to the program’s
contracting approach, that balance stakeholder expectations of successive phases in
the program lifecycle. Special treatment is given to the acquisition of services that
support agency technical and business management requirements, as well as
facilitating a negotiated baseline of performance between the operational users, and
corresponding commercial and organic support providers.
You will learn how to:
 Manage the leadership and processes associated with the integration of program
planning and acquisition planning.
 Adapt pre-award actions required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
considering contract terms and conditions.
 Assess the coordination actions for the preparation of a comprehensive program
specification and the statement of objectives (SOO), or statement of work
(SOW), or performance based statement of work (PBS).
 Orchestrate the preparation, implementation, and justification of contracting
approaches within the acquisition strategy, along with an ongoing risk
management process.
 Evaluate compliance with the application of federal and agency acquisition
policies to meet user/mission requirements when engaged in the acquisition of
services.
 Collaborate with the program contracting officer and orchestrate the source
selection process, commensurate with the complexity of the procurement.
 Facilitate the contractual relationship with domestic and international buyers
outside the agency that sponsors the program acquisition.
 Construct and facilitate a negotiated baseline of performance between the
operational users and corresponding commercial and/or organic support
providers.
 Develop and defend the overall strategy for managing the coordination and
development of the contracting strategy, including origination of exit criteria for
each acquisition phase as applied to contracting.

Learning Path
You must have already completed the FAC-P/PM level 1 and 2 training programs or
have Acquisition Career Manager approval. You are encouraged, but not required, to
complete the FAC-P/PM level 3 training program in order.
FPM 331, Progressive Concepts in Program Management
FPM 332, Progressive Contracting Strategies for Programs
FPM 333, Progressive Business, Cost, and Financial Management
FPM 334, Progressive Leadership in Program Management
Credits and Certification
This project management skills training offers you the opportunity to earn the following
credits and certifications:
 FPM 332 meets the senior-level certification training requirements for the
Federal Acquisition Certification for Program and Project Managers (FACP/PM).
 Successful completion of this course earns 24 continuous learning points (CLPs).
General Schedule
This course spans three days and is presented in the classroom or virtually. Classroom
offerings meet for eight hours per day, while virtual instructor-led training offerings meet
for six and one-half hours per day, with offline assignments making up the remainder of
the time.
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